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If you want to be successful in today's business world, you must have a global approach to the
industry. Everything and everyone is connected by the Internet and international trade is booming
more than in previous generations. The best way to instill the importance of a global approach is to
attend programs with an international business college outlook. That is exactly what you will find at
Centennial College, which offers a number of business areas of study, including international
business.

To demonstrate its respected reputation, look no further than the fact that Centennial's international
business college merits are recognized throughout North America's universities. While completing a
business program at the college, students can simultaneously log valuable academic credits
towards earning a Master's and/or Bachelor's degree from the several well-known local universities
in the Greater Toronto Area, Canada and around the world.

The School of Business offers more than 30 different undertakings that range in length from one
semester to three years and are designed for specific interests. Each program balances theory and
academic study with optional co-op, internship terms and work placement programs. Career
placements have allowed international business college program students to learn job-specific skills,
make important industry connections and tailor their individual career paths.

An especially outstanding international business aspect of the School is its International Business
Exchange, which enables students to study for a semester at one of Centennial's partner colleges
or universities and receive full credit at Centennial for all successfully completed courses. One
advantage of an exchange program is that students pay the usual Canadian college tuition fees
they're accustomed to, rather than international tuition that's usually much higher. Students are on
the hook for airfare, books, accommodation and food, although qualifying students are eligible for
Ontario Student Assistance (OSAP) funding. Centennial offers two $500 scholarships annually to
encourage studying abroad.

Specifically speaking, programs range from basic business offerings to more specific and advanced
Graduate Studies. There is something to cater to anyone interested in business. For example, Pre-
Business â€“ Business Foundations is designed for those who do not meet the admission requirements
of other post-secondary Business programs. The program creates the opportunity for students to
develop themselves through carefully crafted and intensive learning experiences, focuses on the
foundational subjects of English, mathematics, accounting fundamentals, business fundamentals,
micro-computing fundamentals and basic strategies for business success. Other diploma and
certificate options include: Accounting, Business Operations, Financial Services, Marketing, Office
Administration and more. Meanwhile, graduates studies offer: Financial Planning, Human
Resources Management, Payroll Management, Project Management and more.

If your interest lies in a specific international business college approach, consider International
Business (two years, resulting in a diploma), Business Administration â€“ International Business (six
semesters without co-op, nine semesters with, resulting in an Advanced Diploma), International
Business Management (one year, resulting in a Graduate Certificate).
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Jason White - About Author:
The person who wrote this piece is named Klaudia. She details how Centennial College takes an
international business approach to its a International Business College programs.
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